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the whites of his adversary's eyes; and the speaker on the
platform watched his serpentine approach with dreadful
fascination. Then, for the first time and the last, he took
steps in self-defence, For as the distance shortened between
the platform and his creeping enemy, the orator put on an
unexpected burst of speed, telescoped his argument, and
reached his peroration just in time to sit down leaving his
enemy completely foiled without a flashlight photograph,
That is the sole recorded triumph of a public speaker in
Argentina.
But let it not be thought that orators have the slightest
cause for complaint.   Their path is smooth indeed in a com-
munity where the convention of public speaking insists that
their remarks shall be recited from manuscript.   How
different the hypocrisy of Anglo-Saxons, which demands
that we shall thrust an easy hand into a trouser pocket,
glance casually at the ceiling, and pretend that all the
phrases which we framed with care a week ago were im-
provised that very moment,   But the Argentine convention
is the exact opposite,   Good manners, it is felt, call for due
preparation; and what better evidence of preparation than
a bulky manuscript ?   The spectacle of Mr, Balfour strolling
in one afternoon to entertain an Oxford audience with a
discourse upon aesthetics from a half-sheet of notepaper
would have been profoundly shocking to an Argentine
university.   I have even seen a harassed official of a football
club, whose tea was honoured by the President of the Repub-
lic, rise from the table with his manuscript in order to assure
his Excellency that we were glad to have him with us this
afternoon.   So there is no excuse for the familiar agony of a
protracted pause ; and, to do them justice, public speakers
rarely pause in Argentina.   Securely based upon their
manuscript, they go from strength to strength; and it may
be said without disrespect that eloquence in Argentina is
about the softest option that I know.
Nor is its reception ever lacking in the highest graces of
Castilian courtesy.   For I grew accustomed to seeing my

